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ABSTRACT

In 1~175 the BureRu of Mineral Resources carried out a program of

geophysical m,lpping - based on the analyses of existing geophysical,

geologic al, a~1d drill ing in form ation, suppor ted by ground geophysic Cll and

geological fi~ldwork - i~ the eastern part of the Cloncurry 1:250 000

Sheet area, I1I)rthwcst Queensland. The aim of the mapping was lo

determine the lithology, stru~ture, and depth of burial of the Preca~brian

Cloncurry Complex beneath a thin cover of alluvium and Mesozoic

Carpentaria Easin sediments.

The results of the mapping indicate that Precambrian basement

extends at stallow depths - <100 m over most of the survey area, <50 m over

half of it - beneath the cover sediments for about 40 km ~ast of the

eastern limit of outcrop. rhe contact between sh211ow-buried basement and

sediments of the Carpentaria Basin is marked by a major fault dipping

stee pI yeast v,iards. In ter pretation suggests that the Clone urry Canpl ex

does not continue beneath the Carpentaria Basin, but gives way to less

dense granitic basement east of the fault.

Within the basement complex, the Naraku Granite is interpreted as

intruding both the Corella Fonnation, in which a canplex geophysical

response ~:ug:;e3ts contact metamorphism, and the less magnetic rocks of the

Soldiers Cap Group wi th no noticeable contact effect.. Dense mp.tabasal ts

and amphibolites of the Soldiers Cap Group form a distinct zone of Bo~guer

anomaly highs, "",hich enables them to be mapped tn areas of no known

outcrop. Localised intense magnetic and gravi~y anomalies appear to

indicate magnetite and hematite-rich rocks in the interpreted conLact

aureole in the Cor'ella Formation. Fold patterns are complex, and several

interpreted major magnetic lineaments appear to be related to granite

em pI ac em er. t .
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1. 11~TRODUCTION

During 1975 the Bureau of Mineral Resources (BMR) carried out a
2program of geophysical mapping in an area of 1900 km in the eastern

part of CLONCURRY* (Fig. 1). The survey area lies to the east of

outcropping Precambrian Cloncurry Complex rocks, and is bounded roughly by
o 0 0 0

latitudes' 2015'S and 2042'S and longitudes 140 32'E and 140 53'E.

Regional gravity and aeromagnetic data indicate that the survey area is part

of an extensive region underlain at shallow d(:pth by Cloncurry Ccmplex

rocks. As the Cloncurry ComiJlex contains the major mineral deposits of the

Mount Isa/Cloncurry area, the region of buried Precambrian rocks is of

potentlal economic interest.

The purpose of the survey was to investigate the potential of

geophys:Lcal methods to ~ap the lithology, structure, and depth of burial of

Precambrian rocks under thin cover. Geophysical methods used in the mapping

program, '.r/hich was designed aroUl'd the results of existing geophysical,

geological, and 0.rilling results. w~re magnetic, gravity, resistivity/lP,

and rock property measurements. Deta~led geological mapping supplemented

the geophysical mapping.

Acknowl edgement
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2. GEOLOGY

REGIONAL GEOLOGY

The mainly Middle Proterozoic Clotlc1.lrry Complex crops out over an

area of abo ut 64 JOO km2 in northwestern Queen sI and (F ig. 1). It was

first mapped, at the scale of 1:250 000, by joint BMR and Geological Survey

of Queensland (GSQ) field parties, between 1950 and 1958 (Carter, Brooks, &

Walker, 1961), and is currently being remapped by BMR and GSQ geologists at

the more-detailed scale of 1:25 000 for map presentatIon at 1:100 000

( Wi 1 so n & De r r i c k , 1976).

* Names of 1:250 000 Sheet areas are printed in capitals throughout this

Report.
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The Cloncurry Complex comprises t',liO nCilnly sedimentary sl',ccessions

which developed contemporaneously in north-trer.ding basins east and west

of an older north-northeast-trending acid volcanic and plutonic basement

I"idge 10-20 km wide (Fig. 1). In the eastern succe.:;sion, adjacent to the

survey area, metavolcani2s and mctas~diments of t~e Soldiers Cap and Malbon

Groups are overlain by m3inly calc-silicate rocks (Corella Formation) and

slate (Marimo Slate and equivalents) of tr:e M.:lry Kathleen Group. These

units are commonly intruded b~l granitic plutons dnd numerous basic dykes,

and are corn pI ex 1 y fold ed and fa ul ted . Fold pa t tern s are in gener al

dLsrupted by faulting and granlte intrusion.

Most of the rocks of the Cloncurry Complex have been metamorphosed

te the upper greenschist grade. In the o,gstern succession, srrall areas vi'

am phibol i te-grad e metamor phic rocks occur in zones sur r'l);,,<lJd ing gran i te

in trusions, such as round the Naraku Grani te 50 km northwest of Clone urry.

The Cloncurry Complex is overlain by Palaeozoic, tvl~sozoic '/ and

Ca:Lno zo ic sed iments, which form Cl thin cover' aro und the edges of the

out-cropping complex. From the eastern edge of the Cloncurry Complex the

tvIesozoic sediments thicken eastwards and fonn part of the Carpentaria Basin

(Doutch, Ingram, Smart, & Grimes, 1970; Grimes, 1972; s,'TIart, Grimes,

Doul.,ch, & Pinchin, in prep.).

Important mineral discoveries have been made throughout the

Clol1curry Canplex. Copper is the L10st common mineral in the eastern

succession, and many deposits containing up to 1000 tonnes of copper have

been mined, much of it fran the COI-ella Formation and Marimo Slate. The

copper mineralisation appears to be localised by faults or basic igneous

intrusions, or both, although sane stratabound mineralisation does occur

( Wi 1 so n, De 1" r i c k, & Hi11, 1972).

LOCAL GEOLOGY

The outcrop geology within the survey area is presented in Plate

1. This information i.s based on recent detailed mapping by BMR (Glikson

& Derrick, 1970; GL~,kson, 1972; Derrick & Hill, 1976; Hill, Wilson,

Glikson, & Derrick, in prep.)
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Outcrop of Precambrian rocks is restricted to the south and west

of the survey area. In the so uth the mo st ex ten sive un it is the Toole

Creek Volcanic5, which is the upper formation in the Soldiers Cap Group and

consists of dense amphibolites and m~tabasalts. Conformable below this unit

is a steeply dipping sequence of impure feldspathic quartzite, shale, and

banded iron formation, which foms the upper part of the Mount Nor'na

Quartzite - the rniddle formation of the Soldiers Cap Group. To the north

Df these Sold iels Cap Group roe ks, and uncon fo nTI abl y overl yi ng them, are

calc-silicate breccias of the Corella Formation.

In t,jC west of the survey area, the Corella Formation is intruded

by the polyphase Naraku Granite, a medium-grained porphyritic biotite

grani te. A broad northeast-trending zone of intermixed Corella Formation

and Naraku Granite indicates a shallow southeast-dipping contact zone in

which the calc- sil ica tes appear to be horn fel sed. Less ex tensive outcrops

of granitic rock occur at Mount Margarel in the east, and alung the

Cloncurry River north of Mount Fort Constantine.

Intrusions of dolerite into Soldiers Cap Group rocks form dykes

and sills, some of which are olivine-bearing and appear to be

unmetamorphosed. Large irregular intrusions of dolerite are also common

in the Corella Formation.

Small isolated outcrops of banded magneti te and hemati te·-rich rocks

occur near the southern edge of the survey area and extend in a

northeasterly direction to Castle Rock, roughly following the zone of

intermixed Corella Formation and Naraku Granite. Similar outcrops of

magnetite occur irregularly between Castle Rock and Mount Fort Constantine,

and outside the survey area at Mount Leviathan (Black Mountain), 3 km

southwest of Cloncurry (Derrick, Wilson, Hill, & Mitchell, 1971; Derrick,

in prep.). Many of the magnetite outcrops outside the survey area appeor

to contain bedded iron-rich metasediments similar to the banded iron

fonr.ations within the Soldiers Cap Group; in contrast, the magnetlte

hematite bodies in the survey ~rea appear to be closely related to the zone

of intermixed granite and Corella Formation.

The main rock type at Moun t For't Constan tine consi sts 0 fang ul ar ,

possibly pOl~phyritic clasts of fine-grained pink siliceous rock in a matrix
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of fibrous actinolite. These rocks may b8 of acid volcanic origin (possibly

agglomerate), but this is still uncertain, dnd they cannot be correlated

with other known formations in the region.

The remainder of the survey area largely consists of black-soil

plains and alluvium which, farther east, cover flat-lying Mesozoic sediments

(generally conglomerate, sandstone, and mudstone) of the Carpentaria Basin.

In the centre of the survey area the Precambrian basement appears to be

covered by only a thin veneer of young sediments.

Mineralisation in the survey area includes copper, which has been

mined at Monakoff from quartzose metasediments containing borite and

fl uori te adj acent to a banded iron format-ion just below the Toole Creek

'Jolcanics; these metasediments also l~cwe high radioactivity (field

scintillometer observation). Small, rare malachite-stained gossans crop

out in the Corell a Form atian so utheast of C3. stl e Rock. Copper and all uv ial

gold deposits have been worked south of thp. survey area (Carter & others,

1961 ; GI ikson & Derr ic k, 1970), and more recentl y strati form lead-zi nc

mineralisation has been discovered in the Soldiers Cap Group south of

Cloncurry (Derrick, 1976).

Several corn pan ies have recen tl y ex plored parts of the survey area

for minerals. Data fran an extensive program of shallow drilling by Chevron

C:xplor'ation Corporation in 1974, and from local water-bores, are presented

in Append ix 1 , and ill ustra ted in PI a tes 1 (gener al i sed ba 3ement rock types)

and 2 (depths to Precambrian basement). The Chevron holes were drilled by

rotary rigs, did not core, and mostly penetrated only a few metres into the

top of the Precambrian basement.

The subsurface geology interpreted from drilling indicates several

areas of granitic basement, the most prominent occurreDce being adjacent

to the outcropping Naraku Granite in the west of the area. Granite

penetrated in several boreholes in the centre and northwest of the area

appears to be surrounded by metasediments, which were intersected in

adjacent holes; these holes may have penetrated a zone of intermixed

granite and Corella Formation. Basic (basaltic or doleritic) rock,

intersected in many of the holes, appears to be commcn throughout the area.
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3. BACKGROUND GEOPHYSICS

GRAVITY

From several reconnaissance helicopter gravity surveys between 1957

anc! 1966, BMR has established a regional gravity station nel\wrk based on

anll-km grid over the Cloncurry region (Flavelle, 1965; Gibb,1967; Darby

& Vale, 1969; Shirley & Zadoroznyj, 1974). Data fran these surveys form

the basis of the regional Bouguer anomaly contour map (Fig. 2) which covers

most of the Clone urry Canpl ex.

The main feature of the gravity data is a broad north-south

trenaing positive Bouguer ananaly zone outlined by the 0 mGal contour. Thi~

gravity zone coincides roughly with the outcrop of th~ Cloncurry Complex.

The Bouguer anomaly highs within this zone may correlate with either basic

intrusives or areas of metamorphic rocks of the eastern sedimentary

succession; for rocks of the Corella Formation, Tu~ker (1975) has

calculated a 'bulk density estimate' of 2.89 g/an 3 which is hiaher than
, 0

average for metasediments. Bouguer anomaly lows within the Cloncurry

Complex coincide in general with granitic intrusions (Darby & Vale, 1969).

The areal extent of Bouguer anomaly lows suggests that the Cloncurry Canple;(

is intruded by a larger proportion of granitic rocks than indicated by

outcr0 p.

In the east of CLONCURRY, Bouguer anomaly highs j.n the north-south

gravity zone extend well into areas of Cainozoic cover, indicating the

presence of dense rocks at shallow depths. Near the eastern edge of

CLONCURRY, the eastern extent of these shallow-buried basement rocks is

clearly represented by a sharp north-northwest-trending gradient in which

Bouguer values decrease by about 2 mGal/km.

AEROMAGNETIC

In 1973, BMR made an airbol'ne magnetic and radiometric survey of

CLONCURRY along east-west flight lines 1.5 km apart and 150 m above ground

level (Tucker, 1975). Contoured aeromagnetic data from thj.s survey

(Fig. 3) indicate strong, shallow-source ananalies over most of the

Precambrian outcrop. The eastern extent of these anomalies is well into
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the area of Cainozoic cover, and corresponds to the easterly limit of the

positive Bouguer anoloaly zon,? outli.ned by t!:~ :-egional gre":':.y :--esults.

The magnetic anan al ies tend to :Je 1 ine<;r, with :-Jorth to northeast and

northwest trends, and are ccnsistently associated with areas containing

Corella Fonnation rock~. Tl..v,'\(er (1~)75) has interpreted these anomalies as

typical of steeply dipping. inductively magnetised tabular bodies. c:::nr~b "'s

metamorphosed rock un i ts iJar 3:Ll el to t.he sed imen tary la ye~.ing, cro SS-C..lt ting

basic dyke s, .::md po ssib l y magnetic mater ial in faul ts.

In general, granites have little magnetic response. Linear

anomalies over known plutons may be caused by basic intrusives or

metamorphic roof pendants. The cont8ct between the Naraku Grani~e ana

Corella Formation is associated wi th linear magnetic featu r (:,:,. Som;;o

anomalies up to 2000 nT in amplitude appear to be associ3ted with faLlts.

High:-amplitude anomalie~ tend to be associated with rocks exhibiting hig'1

metamorphic grade. T~ckerrs interpretation suggests that the sources of

anomalies below r.,he Cainozoic cover are in general steeply dipping beds at

depths of 100 to 500 m.

RADIO!"1ETRIC

The 1973 BMR airborne survey of CLONCURRY al so recorded four

channel gamma-ray spectro'11eter data (Tucker, 1975)., Hany radiomet:-'ic

anomal ies are associated wi th outcropping Corella Formation, Harimo Slate,

and gr-anit",. unlya few anomalies - generally associated with small gl-anite

outcrops - are evident in the eastern third of the Sheet area, where the

widesp!~ead cover of alluvium masks the response of the buried rocks.

GROUND GEOPHYSICAL SURVEYS

In 1973, BMR (Ogilvy, 1978) made a resistivity aepth-sounding ::md

profiling survey over buried Soldiers Cap Group rocks immediately" south of

the 1975 BMR survey area, in order to determine whether resistivity vJOuld

be a useful method to map Precambrian basement beneath 100 to 200 m of

sedimentary and alluvial cover. The survey showed that reliable estimates

of the depth to basement could be made from vertical electrical soundings

(VES) using ei ther the Schl umberger or equa tor ial di pal e array~.. Ho wev er ,

neither VES nor profiling techniques were effective in mapping lateral

lithological changes in the basement.
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More recentl y. Chevron Ex ploration Corporaticn mad e about 35 VES

in the western part of the 1975 survey area. Usi ng an j. nv er se can puter

mode' ling program developed by A.A.R. Zohdy of the US Geological Survey

( Zohd:>. 1975), BMR re- in tcr preted the resul ts (see Append ix 2). The

solutio'lS indicated several layers at all the VES sites, and at m03t sites

the tC) of the basement was apparent. At sane of the si tes, howevei~, no

reasonable depth co basement could be determined 3S the VES curve could not

be interpreted in terms of a horizontally layered section. Plate 2 shows

tht VES locations in the survey area, and the calculated bas~ment

resistivities and depths to basement. The VES depths to basemt:::lt \.,rere

generally 10 to 30 m more than the depths at which the basement was

intersected in the boreholes, suggesting that the top of the basement is

considerably weathered.

The VES curves of both Ogilvy ana Chevron suggest that basement..

rocks have a much higher resistivity than overlying Mesozoic sediment .

~owever, ~ost of the downhole single-point resistance logs made by Chevron

as part of their drilling program show little contrast in resistance between

the sediments and the top of the b2sement; this is consistent with

~.,reather'ing of the basement, as indil~ated by the VES results. A contrast

in the single-point resistance log mi.ght have been evident had the holes

penetrated more than 30 m into the b23ement.

Ind uced pol ar i.sa tion (IP) sur .'eys by BMR 50 km we st of the survey

area in 1972 and 1973 (Sampath & Ogilvy, 1974,\ indicate that exposed

Cloncurry Complex rocks hc:ve resistiviti"s of 200 to 2000 ohm-m. Frequency

effects of about 2% were recorded over COI~_lla Formation rocks.

?HYSICAL PROPERTY MEASUREMENTS

Labor3tory determinations of electrical properties and densi ties

have been made on sa'Tlples of Precambrian r0C:<S collected fran the Cloncurry

area (Sampath & Ogilvy 1974). In general these measurements indicate that

igneous rock, calc-silicate (Corella FOr'mation). and coarse-grained

siliceous rock (quartZite) are resistive, whereas finer-grained

metasediments (shale and silt~tone) are rel~tively conductive. Induced

polarisation effects for samples of the Corella Fonnation and Soldiers Cap

Group were generally low. The density data do not clearly define the
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various rock types and fonnations, possibly oHing to inadequate sampling.

The results of density and magnetic susceptibility measurements made 0n

these rock sam pIes are incl ud ed as Append ix 3A.

Density measurements on ~amples of similar rock types from the

Dobb yn at'ea, aDout 100 km nor thwest of Clonc urr y, prov ide Cl more useful

guide to the anticipated variations. These data, wh':'ch aided the

interpretation of a detailed gravity sut'vey of the Dobbyn area (Smith,

1966), i~dicate that density contrasts hetween the Naraku Granite (average

density = 2.58 g/cm
3

) and the main rock types of the Corella Fonnation

(2.72), qual~tzite units (2.66), and Toole Creek Volcanics (2.94) are quite

distinct.

4. FIELDWORK AND RESULTS

Previous geophysical surveys indicate that gravity and magnetic

methods are the most useful too~s for mapping the buried Precambrian

basement. To support the interpretation of the existing magn~tlc and

gravity data: BMR carried out a field program of gravity, ground magnetic,

rock property, and resistivity/IP measurements, and geological mapping.

Much of this work \;las along detailed and semi-regional traverses (PlAte 3).

As the density of granite is distinct frem that of most of the

metamorphic rocks in the Cloncurry Complex, the program included gravity

measurements, but at stations closer to one another than those in the

regional network in order to map more accurately the extent of the granite.

Sim ilarl y, because of the high magnet i-.:: suscept ib il i ty con trast betH2en some

metamorphic rocks, the program included ground magnetics to identify and

assist in the mapping of metamorphosed uni ts.

The results of previous electrical surveys by BMR and Chevron

suggested that such work d id not have widespread appl ication as a regional

mapping tool. Nev erthel ess el ec tr ical method.::) were incl ud ed in the prog ram

because they do have the potential for determining depths to basement and

for detailed mapping in areas ~f thin cover.
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SURVEY CONTROL

Detailed t-~verses

Surveyors from the former Department of Services and Property!

Canberra, work~ with BMR during the 1975 survey and accurately located and

pegged traverses as required. the traverses were positioned where possible

along the Australian Map Grid (AMG) Zone 54 grid lines, and thus were

restricted in direction to either north-south or east-west.

Traverse names (in kilometres) and station numbers (in metres)

relate directly to grid position. For example, traverse 39N is an east-west

traverse along grid line 39 000 m north, which was surveyed (as indicated

in PI. 3) between stations 66 700E and 71 OOOE. Note that station 69 500E

on traverse 39N is at the same position as station 39 OOON on traverse 69.5E

(a north-south traverse along grid line 69 500 m east).

Traverses were pegged at lOO-m intervals. Permanent steel markers

were placed at each end of a traverse. Elevations were measured at each

peg to an accuracy of 0.1 m. These elevations were then tied to a known

spot height to give an absolute elevation for each traverse to an accuracy

of about +1 m. The relative accuracy of the position of each peg on a

traverse is +0.5 m, and the absolute accuracy of the position of a

trav~rse is +10 m.

Semi-regional work

Semi-regional traverses (PI. 3) - generally along tracks and fences

- supplemented the detailed traverses, whose results could then be

interpreted morc significantly in terms of the interpreted structural

setting and lithological distribution of the large area under investigation.

The positions of stations were identified from landmarks (bores, trig

points, fence intersections, etc.) on maps or airphotos; the distances

between adjacent stations were measured on the odometer of the traverse

vehicle: and traverse directions were read off a prismatic compass.

The location of a station on a semi-regional traverse is generally

accurate to +100 m, although some stations may be misplaced by as much

, s 300 m. The gravity stations were barometrically levelled to an accuracy

of about +2 m.
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GRAVITY

Instruments used for this work were a Worden gravity meter" (No.

W140), and a Sharpe gravity meter (No. S145), which has better instrument

drift characteristics. Scale values were determined at 0.102 and 0.099

mGal/scale division respectively. For all reductions, the value of 0.1

mGal/s.d. was adopted. A Bnuguer density of 2.67 g/an 3 was used

throughout. All reduced readings were tied to a first-order gravity station

(5099.9955) at Cloncurry airport.

On detailed traverses, gravity measurements were recorded at 50-m

intervals. Elevations of stations between the accurately levelled lOO-m

pegs were interpolated. In areas of steep terrain (traverses 16N and 17N),

only I~eadings at levelled stations (lOO-m pegs) have been reduced, since

elevation errors at intermediate stations may be substantial. Where gravity

readings showed little variation along a traverse, station spacing was also

increased to 100 m.

On semi-regional traverses, readitllSs were taken every 500 or 1000

m. Elevations were deterlnined by canparing barometric readings taken at

each gravity station with a set of reference microbarometer readings taken

every 10 minutes at a convenient base station positioned on a known spot

height; elevations so determined have an accuracy of about +2 m.

Resul ts

A 1: 100 000 Bouguer anomaly contour map produced from the semi-

r eg ion al da ta she ws a v ar ia tion of abo ut 50 mGal fran nor thwest to southeast:.

(Plate 4). Some steep gradients are apparent, making it difficult to

isolate residual high and low features; for example, a typical gravity

profile from semi-regional traverse ~ (Fig. 4) indicates two residual peaks

on a steep regional gradient, but the anomalies are not conspicuous on the

Bouguer anomaly contour map.

The more useful profile in Figure 4 then is the residual anomaly,

which was obtained by subtracting a regional gradient from the Bouguer

anomaly. Residual anomaly maps were computed by calculating a polynomial

sur face which approx ima tes the r eg ien al Boug uer anan al y data, add then

s'..lbtracting this surface from the detailed Bouguer anomaly map; Skeels
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(1967) has briefly described this technique and the probLms associated with

its application. Pol ynom ial sur faces for deg rees 1 to 8 were corn puted;

that of degree 4 was found to represent a good approximation 'l:,0 the r'2gional

gravity field for the survey area, and is shown in Figure 5. P. 1: 100 000

residual anomaly map (PI. 5) derived by subtracting the poJ.ynar.ial surface

of deg ree 4 from the Boug uer anom al y map reta in s the essenti al featur es of

the Bouguer anomaly map, but also enhances many small anomalies.

A comparison of the outcrop and borehole geology with the gravity

results indicates that low-density acid intrusives produce broad Bouguer

and resid ual anomal y lows, whereas the significantl y denser rocks of the

Toole Creek Volcanics, parts of the Corella Formation, and doleri te

intrusi ves accoun t for the resid ual highs. The resid ual highs tend to be

more 1 inear than the re sid ual 10 ws .

A ser ies of resid ual highs which tend to 'drape' around a broad

low in the north of the survey area illustrates the difficulty of

interpreting the gravity data. The semi-ci:cular pattern of highs suggests

a fol"d sequence of metamorphic rocks, but, more likely, it simply defines

the boundary of a granite body producing the residu'll low.

Gravity data fran the detailed traver'ses are presented in Plate

6 as Bouguel" anomaly and residual anomaly profiles. The residual anomaly

profiles were produced by SUbtracting the value of the polynanial surface

of degree 4 ( calculated from Fig. 5 for each station) from the Bouguer

anomaly value. To enhance the variations in the residual anomaly profiles,

they are plotted at a vertical scale larger than that of the Bouguer anomaly

profiles.

GROUND MAGNETICS

Along most traverses, total magnetic intensity measurements were

recorded on a Geometrics G-816 portable proton precession magnetometer wi th

the sensor 2.4 m above the ground. The accuracy for this instrument is

normally +1 fiT, but where the local magnetic field exceeded the gr3dient

tolerance of the instrument (e.g., over Mount Margaret in the east, and near

outcropping magnetite bodies) the readings - if taken - are less accurate.

Owing to the occurrence of steep magnetic gradients and very large anomalies
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(over 10 000 nT in places), the tuning of the instrument had to be checked

continually. Provided that this tuning was achieved, the measurements in

areas of extreme magnetic disturbance are still accurate to +10 nT.

Along detailed traverses, magnetometer readings were generally

recorded every 2::; m, or 50 m in magnetically quiet areas. On semi-regional

tr3verses, the statinns kere about 50 m apart.

Resul ts

Much of the ground magnetic work was designed pr imaril y to

supplement resul ts fran an anal ysis of the 1973 aeromagnetic data. This

analysis constituted an integral part of the mapping program, and included

interpretation of raw-data profiles, and of contour maps coverlng the survey

area. Aeromagnetic contours are presented in Plate 7. Ground magnetometer

resul ts fran all detailed traverses wi thin the survey area are presented

as profiles in Plate 8. Profiles for semi-regional traverses C and A are

presented in Figures 4 and 6 r~spectively.

The highly disturbed aeromagnetic contour pattern appears to be

a simplification of the more-canplex magnetic patterns derived fran the

ground magnetic traverses. Most magnetic so·...lrces appear to be shallow and

heterogeneous. Very strong magnetic sources appear to have a short strike

length. The aeromagnetic data provide a good general picture of the

distribution of magnetic sources, but it is not possible to use the

aeromagnetic contours to define the georlletry or magnetic susceptibility of

individual magnetic sources. The aeranagnetic map indicates extensive areas

of strong, linear anomal ies surrounding zones of weaker magnetic response.

This pat tern in gener al re presen ts magrJetic rock uni ts wi thin a fold ed and

fau:.ted metamorphosed sequence which is intruded by less-magnetic gr3nite.

The largest magnetic ananalies, recorded from both ground and

airborne surveys, appear to be associated with the small isolated

magneti tel hema ti te concen trations shown in PI ate 1. Fl ight 1 ines of the

airborne survey (Tucker, 1975) pass over two of these concentrations - at

62 200E/30 OOON and 500 m 3~utheast of Mount Fort Constantine (PI. 1) 

which show up on the contour map as areas of exceptionally strong magnetic

disturbance. However, the strength of the aeranagnetic response of these
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magneti te/ hemati te cuncen trations would depend on the can posi tion and

magnetic properties of their host rock, their position in relation to the

flight lines, and their size. Aeranagnetic contours indicate that the

magnetite/hematite outcrops at Castle Rock and at 64 800E/28 200N lie on

a different belt of aeromagnetic anomalies in a band of moderately magnetic

rocks; as the flight lines do not pass directly over these bodies, they

do not show up as unusually strong anomalies, suggesting - as inferred from

the geological mapping - that the magnetite/hematite bodies are discrete

concen trations. The ananal ies °assoc ia ted with the bod ies at 62 200E/30 OOON

and near Mount Fort Constantine are similar to other large anomalies in the

area, suggesting that other magnetite concentrations occur at shallow depths

beneath the black-soil plains.

In the interpretation of the magnetic data, it is necessary to

avoid placing too much emphasis on these highly magnetic local features,

particularl y as the magneti te ':loncentrations may be unrelated to

stratigraphy. The intense anomalies associated with such features would

tend to conceal more subtle variations caused by lithological changes.

ELECTRICAL SURVEYS

Vertical electrical soundings

The results of Schlumberger array VES yielded no positive

informat.ion on lateral variations in resistivity. Appendix 2 documents

these results, and Plate 2 shows the interpreted depths to basement and

basement resistivities.

Resistivity/IF profiling

Electrical profiling using dipole-dipole arrays was carried out

along semi-regional traverse A and traverses 17N, 18N, and 36.25N. The

results, together with the detailed gravity and magnetic results, which

provide a guide to the geology, are presented in Figures 6 to 9.

Traverse A (Fig. 6). This traverse extends roughly east-west

across the centre of the survey area (about 33 OOON). Extensive outcrop

of Nar'aku Granite west of 55 OOOE coincides with a decrease in gravity
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ananaly values and a moderately disturbea magnetic response. The outcrop

at Mount Fort Constantine (59 OOOE) occurs in the centre of a zone of highly

disturbed magnetic response and increased gravity ananaly values. Outcrop

along the remainder of the traverse is concealed, although the gravity high

at 81 OOOE occurs only 6 km south of the exposed granitic rocks at Mount

Margaret. The rock type and depth of the buried basement changes abruptly

at about 83 OOOE, as indicated by the sharp change in magnetic response and

rapid decrease in gravity anomaly values.

Resistivity measurements, using a Geoscience IP transmitter (signal

frequencey 0.1 Hz), in conjunction with a Fluke d.c, high-irrlpedance

millivoltmeter (connected to a Moseley chart recorder) as reciever, were

recorded at 500-m intervals along tnis traverse between 60 OOOE and 86 OOOE.

This instrumentation is sensitive enough to reselve small signals through a

[,ackground of relatively high-amplitude noise. A dipole-dipole array was

used wi th 100-m dipoles and a constant separation of 1000 m between the

centres of the dipole pairs. This large sepat'ation was used in an attempt

to obtain information about basement resistivities by minimising the effects

of resi.s~ivity variations of the Mesozoic t;OV2I'.

Resistivities decrease from 1000 ohm-m to about 10 ohm-m from west

to east across the area. This is probably caused by a thickening of lower

resistivity overburden to the east. A significant resistivity low at about

70 OOOE may represent the contact between granite and low-density

metamorphic rock. An abrupt change in the magnetic pattel:J is also observed

in this vicinity. The edge of the Cloncurry Canplex basement at 83 OOOE

corresponds with a sharp decrease in resistivity.

Traverse 17N ,Fig. 7). Precambrian rocks are exposed along much

of this detailed traverse, therefore providing good contiol for

interpretation. Corella Formation rocks have been mapped at the western

end of the traverse, and Soldiers Cap Group rocks at the eastern end. A

supposed con tact between the two mapped near 64 OOOE (Gl i kson & Derr ick,

1970) has proved to be the boundary between two rock types in the Mount

Norna Quart zi te of the Sold iers Cap Gro up - a ql~art zi te unit to the west

and a shale and siltstone band to the east (R.t1. Hill, BHR, personal

communication 1978). The contact between the quartzite and Corella

Formation farther west (at about 63 500E) does not produce significant

magnetic or grav i ty ancm al ies : in gener aI, the difference in magne tic
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charac ter betwe~n the Corella Formation and Soldiers Cap Group near their

contact appears to be small, but the gravity anomaly values increase

significantly toward the denser Toole Creek Volcanics, which crop out east

of 65 500E.

Resistivity readings, taken with a Geoscience IP transmitter and

McPhar IP receiver using 200-m dipoles and n = 1, 2, and 3 (Fig. 7),

indicate a distinct low-resistivity zone (read~ngs less tha~ 20 omn-m)

between 64 000:::: 3nd 6-i 500E, bounded to the west by moderate resistivities

(100-600 ohffi-m) and to the east by higher resistivities (greater than 600

ohm-m) .

The low-resistivity zone, which is also characterised by high IP

values (frequency effects greater than 6%), correlates well with the shale

and siltstone band in the Mount Norna Quartzite. This band contains minor

pyrite, which may be re13ted to the mineralisation at the Monakoff mine -

to the northeast - since b0th occur at roughly the same stratigraphic level.

A slight decrease in resistivity at about 63 500E may represent the

unconformity between the Corella Formation and Mount Norna Quartzite.

Traverse 18N (Fig. 8). The amount of Precambrian outcrop along

this traverse is less than on 17N, but again Corella Formation rocks crop

out at the western end. A distinct change in pattern of the JT!ap.:netic

profile at 65 300E is probably due to the Corella Formation/Soldiers Cap

Group contact. Gravity results clearly indicate the presence of denser

Toole Creek Valcanics east of 66 500E. The source of the magnetic anomaly

between 66 500 and 66 700E is in ter prpted as dol er i te in trud ed alone; a

north-northwest-trending fault. The magnetic and gr::,vity responses over

the Corella Formation are variable, suggesting '2ither canplex structural

or lithological changes. The source of the magnetic anomaly centred on 63

850E is not known.

Apparent resistivity measurements were recorded west of 65 800E

on the Geoscience/McPhar equi.pment, with lOO-in dipcles and n = 1, 2, and

3. Read ing.3 east of thi s po in t were measured on the Austr al IP system,

with 200-m dipoles and the same n values. The Austral equipment also

recorded frequency effects.
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The lowest resistivities occur west of 63 900E, where the magnetic

results indicate deeper basement than farther east on 18N. Hence the

decrease in apparent resistivity at the western end indicates a thickening

of conductive overburden. The increase in resistivities east of 65 200E

probably represents the change in rock type over the unconformity separating

less resistive Corella Formation to the west from more resistive Mount Norna

Quartzite and Toole Creek Volcanics to the east. Hence some correlation

between 17N and 18N is apparent, but interpretation is more difficult on

18N owing to the effect of increasing thickness of conductive overburden,

and the lack of distinct electrical contrasts between the main units of the

metamorphosed sequence. For these reasons, it is doubtful whether an

extension of resistivity profiling work into non-outcrop areas farther north

would aid subsurface mapping of the basement.

Traverse 36.25N (Fig. 9). The basement does not crop out along

this traverse, but gravity and magnetic results indicate a distinct contact

- possibly between granite and Corel13 Formation - near 61 800E. To

determine how well the resistivity method could map this contact below

conductive cover, two sets of dipole-dipole resistivity readings were taken.

The first set was measured at 100-m intervals on the Geoscience

IP transmitter (signal frequency 0.1 Hz) and the highly sensitive Fluke

receiving system (as in traverse A), with 50-m dipoles and n=3. The second

set of readings was measured on the Austral IP system, with 100-m dipoles

and n = 1,2, and 3. The Austral IP system also recorded frequency effects

but as these were small (not greater than 2%) they have been anitted fran

the figure.

Both sets of resistivity data indicate a Jistinct decrease in

apparent resistiv i ty fran west to east across the contact, suggesting a less

resistive basement east of 61 800E. However, an analysis of the Austral

resistivity results for n = 1, 2, and 3 suggests also that the conductive

overburden thickens to the east, since the profiles tend to diverge in this

direction. The contribution to the decrease in resistivity caused by a

change in basement lithology appears to be less than that due to the

thickening of conductive overburden.
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PHYSICAL PROPERTY MEASUREMENTS

Samples of rocks which crop out within the survey area were

collected for subsequent laboratory measurement of density and magnetic

susceptibility; R.M. Hill (BMR) exar.Jined some of these samples in thin

section. The resul ts of the physical property measurements on 58 samples

are presented in Appendix 3B, and. to~ether wi th those of Sampath & Ogil vy

(19710, are summarised in Table 1.

An analysis of density data presented by Smith (1966) for samples

fran the Dobbyn area canpares favourably with results in Table 1, although

Smith's mean density values for samples of Naraku Granite, cale-silicate
3

rock, and quartzite and siliceous rock are in general 0.04 to 0.06 g/cm

lower than val ue s tha t we have determ ined .

5. INTERPRETATION

Three broad geophysical r~gions (A, B, and C) have been interpreted

frem an analysis of the geophysical data (PI. 9). TvlO of them have been

further divided into zones: region C, the most complex, il.to four zones;

and region B into three. Each of the regions has a characteristic

geophysical response, which is outlined in Table 2. This table also

indicates the correlation between outcropping lithologies and the various

regions and zones.

DISTRIBUTION OF LITHOLOGIES

Region A

This region coincides with the western extent of sediments of the

Carpentaria Basin. The boundary between the basin sequence and the shallo~.,r

buried Precambrian basement of the Cloncurry Complex is clearly defined by a

sharp change in the magnetic character (fran broad low-amplitude ancmalies

to narrow, linear high-amplitude anomalies) and a distinct Bouguer anomaly

gradient of about 2 mGal/km over the boundary. Bnth responses suggest that

the boundary is faulted and dips steeply to the east.
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TABLE 1. SUMMARY OF PHYSICAL PROPERTY MEASUREMENTS PRESENTED IN APPENDIX 3

Classi-

fication

Rock iypes Possible No. of

formation samples

Density range/(mean)

(g/cm3 )

Susceptibi I ity range/(mean)

(S I un i ts x 106 )

Granite (excluding
granitic rocks from
Mt Margaret)

2 Mount Margaret grana
diorite

3 Calc-sil icate rock,
hornfels, granofels

4 Quartzite and si I iceous
metamorphic 'ock

5 Acid volcanics 
rhyol ite, dacite

6 Banded iron formation,
magnetite/hematite reek
(including ferricrete)

Pgu 8 2.60-2.68 (2.64) 200-23 000 (10 300)

?Pgu,
?Pkc 5 2.62-2.75 (2.66) 20 500-75 200 (49 400)

Pkc 22 2.56-3.01 (2.76) 10-132 100 (15 100)

Pkc, 11 2.56-2.97 (2.69) 20-36 000 (4 200)
Pan

?Pon 8 2.56-2.73 (2.63) 20-47 400 (12 800)

? 7 2.91-4.66 (3.65) 2 100-231 000 (121 600)

7

8

Amphibol ite, basic
volcanics (metabasalt)

Basic igneous intrusives
(metadolerite)

Pot

do

5

6

2. 80-3. 11 (2. 98 )

2.71-3.05 (2.97)

620-5 800 (1 900)

780-29 000 (18 800)

Notes: 1. Analyses based on 58 samples collected during the 1975 survey, and 14 samples collected immediately
------ south of the survey area in 1972 (Samp~ & Ogilvy, 1974). See Appendix 3.

2. Average den3ity of granitic rocks (1 + 2) = 2.65 g/cm3 ; average density of al I other rocks
= 2.87 g/cm •

3. Key to formations: Pgu = Naraku Granite; Pkc = Core I la Fm; Pon = Mount Norna Quartzite;
Pot = Toole Creek V0lcanics; do = dolerite.
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TABLE 2. SUMMARY OF GEOPHYSICAL RESPONSES

Physical properties of samples Gravity re~ponse Magnetic response

Rcg i on/

lone

A

3'
82
33

~ ,

Outcropping

rocks

No Precambr ian
outcrop; Mesozoi:
sediments of
Carpentaria Basin
near sur face

Naraku ':;ran i te
(mostly in B'); may
contain vestiges of
metamorphic rockS
(Classification' in
Table 1)

~ara"u Gran it",
granodiorite. Core! la
Fm, ~agnetite/hematite

concentrations, minor
dO'erite; pOSSible
contact aureole of
gran i te pi utons
(Classifications to
6 in Table 1)

Dens i ty range/

(mean) g/cm3

2.60-2.68
(2.64)

2.56-4.66
(2.81 )

Suscept. range/

(mean) SI x 106

200-23 000
(10 300)

10-231 000
(27 200)

Deta i led

Smooth regular
decrease to E; W
bGundary of region
marked by distinct
gradient change

Smooth; loca I
Bouguer lows

Irregular; numerous
residual highs, up
to 10 mGal, suggest
local dense bodies

Regional

Regu Iar Bouguer
anomaly decrease
of 2 mGal/km to
E; broad resi
dua I lows of 10
mGal

Broad Bouguer
lows; well
defined residual
lows of 10-15
mGal

Severa I sma I I
isolated highS
of 2 to 6 mGa I
exhibiting irre
gu I ar pattern;
distinct con
'trasi" with lows
of reg ion 8

Ground---

Extremely smooth;
no near-surface
disturbance;
flat gradient

Smooth to
moderately dis
tu rbed; i nc I udes
several broad
anoma lies up to
2000 nT, depths
less than 100 m

Highly disturbed;
sha Ilow-sourr;e
(0-50 m) intense
anoma lies with
amp! itudes gene
rally 500 to
5000 nT anc often
more than ~C 000
nT

Airborne

Very f I at; low-amp I i tude
(300 nT) anomal ies trend
ing ~E-SW; source depth
200 TO 300-m

Large areaS of very
weak distur~ance (less
than lOO nT); some
areas of moderate dis
turbance ~ith linear
anomal ies up to 1000 nT;
varying trend directions
appear tc fol low boun
dary of pluton

Rei ief mostly >3000 nT;
some intense I i near
anomal ies >5000 nT;
varying trend dlr8C
tions, commonly ~-S or
NE-SW; shallow-source
(0 to 100 m) anomalies
become weaker away from
region B

---------------------------------------------------

~2

t; )

S4

~or81 la Fm; ~~ Norna
~uartlite with minor
banded iron format ion;
minor Toole Creek Volcs
ana do I er i.t.e
(Classi.fic~tions 3,4,
5 in Table 1)

fOO!8 Sk '101:::5.
dOlerite int r us i.8S
{C~assjfi~dtions 7
8inTable l \

'10 Precambr ian
?utcrop

2.56-3.01
(2.72)

2.71-3.11
(2.97)

10-132 100
(11 700)

620-29 000
(11 100)

Relati /el y smooth;
gradient increases
gradua I IY toward
C3; no loca I
anoma lies

Smooth broad
Bouguer '1 i gh of
10 rrGa I flanked
,y steep gradients

Smooth; broad
Bouguer and
residual highs up
to 10 mGal; steep
gradient increases
to NW

No d ist i nct
graVity anoma
lies; 20'1e forms
genera I low be
tween residual
highs of Cl and
C3

Very reqular;
broad we 11
def ined
Bouguer and
residual highs
of 10 mGa I

Broad Bouguer
high of 15 rrI~al

Increasing to
NW of area;
d ist Inet bounda
ries with resi
dua I lows due to
granite bodies
in Sand E

Generally rni id
disturbance only;
sma I I anoma lies
up tc 500 nT;
sha I low depths
(I ess than 5(1 m)
to source

Very smooth;
infrequent
anoma lies up -ro
500 nT

Moderately
disturbed; SOl:1'"
anoma lies up to
5000 nT.; Quieter
to W away fro(l'l
granite; depths
to source about
100 m

Weakly disturbed; few
shal low-source 'ine~r

anomal ies up to 500 ni,
with general N-S trend

Weak to noderate dist~r

bance; broad anomQI ies
up to 1000 nT; trends
commonly NE-SW to E-W;
shal low source (0-50 m)

Weak to moderate
disturbance; broad
anomal ies up to 4000 nT
adjace:.t to granite
bodies; trends commonly
NW-SE or N-S; various
depths to source (50
100 m) may indicate
basement rei ief
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The nature of the basement beneath the Carpenta."ia Basin sediments

can be determined fran modelling the Bouguer ananal. across the boundary,

and from the depth-to-basement interpretation of the aeromagnetic data.

The gravity modelling yields at least two quite different models (Fig. 10),

each of which could produce the observed gravity anomaly. !-lodell shows

high-den si ty roe ks of the Clone urry Canpl ex con tin uing at depth beneath a

thick cover of Carpentaria Basin sediments. The throw of the postulated

fault across the boundary is calculated to be about 5 km. However, as the

interpreted depth to the sources of aeromagnetic anomalies in region A is

only a few hundred metres below the surface, and the flat-l ying C3rpentaria

Basin sediments are unlikely to include magnetic rocks, model 1 does not

appear to be a realistic solution.

Model 2 provides a good fit to the observed gravity data, but also

takes in to acco unt the rela ti vel y shallow de pth to magnetic ba sement. It

shows low-density granitic basement bw'ied by only a few hundred metres of

sediments east of the postulated fault. The source of the magnetic

anomalies at the top of the granitic basement may be roof pendants or basic

dykes. This model agrees with data frem boreholes (Appendix 1) which

intersected mainly granitic and quartzitic basement at depths similar to

those interpreted frem the magnetic data. The relation between this

basement and the higher-tiensi ty Cloncurry Complex to the west is not clear,

but the Cloncurry Canplex does appear to end rather abruptly along the

western boundary of region A.

Region 8

Reg ion B compr ises three separate zones wi th simil ar geophysical

responses that are believed to signify mainly granitic rocks. In the

southwest of the survey area, zone Bl includes most of the outcrop of th~

Naraku Granite. There is virtually no outcrop in either 82 or 83. Small

outcrops of granitic rock between Bl and 82 and east of B2 appear to be in

areas where the Precambr i an sur face is mainl y can posed of me tamor phic roe ks .

Pronounced Bouguer anomal y lows and a magnetic response less

disturbed than that of the predominant metamorphic rocks (calc-silicates

and metabasalts) characterise the areas of granitic rock. Throughout the

survey ar~a, the contrast in average density (Table 1) between these groups
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3
of rocks is large enoL;gh (0.22 g/cm ) to distinguish areas of granitic

basemen t . Ground and air'borrJe mag netic data prov ill e add i tional in form ation

for defining the extent ef granite intrusion, but .'usceptibility contrasts

between granite and the metavolcanics and some metasediments (Table 1) are

not sufficiently distinct to rely on the magnetic method alone for

in ter preta tion . Mag netic anom al ie s in I"eg ion B may be due to remnan ts of

metamorphic rock (roof pendants, etc.) in the main body of granite,

Region C

This is the most complex of the three regions, mainly recnuse of

the variety of rock types it contains, and the influence of structural and

~etamorphic effects on these rocks. In general the region is characterised

by nUmei-()US small gravity high.s, typically up to 5 mGal in amplitude, ar:d

by a moderately to highly disturbed magnetic response compl"ising narrow,

1 inear ananal ies which mainl y trend northwest to northeast wi "='h ampl i tudes

commonly in excess of 5COO nT. This region coincides with the outcrop of

both the Corella Fonnatior : and Soldiers Car. Group rocks in the south of the

survey area.

A more detailed interpretation of the gravity and magnetic data

has enabled a further division of region C into four distinct zones.

Zone Cl. Much of zune C1 contains total magnetic intensity contours

greater than 3000 nT. A highly disturbed magnetic response characterises

the zone, which probably outlines the distribution of iron-rich Corella

Forma tion roc ks wi thin the survey area. In ten se res id ual magnetic and

gravity anomalies are distributed throughout the zone, and may reflect the

aureole around the granite intrusion where iron-rich rocks have been

contact-metamorphosed.

That zone C1 outlines the d].stribution of mainly Corella Formation

rocks is supported by observ2tions that such rocks have been mapped within

thi s zone in the so uthwe st of the survey area (Pl. 1) and Corella Form ation

I~ocks are consistently the most magnetic rocks in CLO:JCURRY (Tucker, 1975).

The proposition that intense magnetic and gravity anomalies reflect the

effects of contact metamorphism is supported by observations that, within

zone C1, Corella Formation rocks often occur near grani te outcrop, and
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magnetite/hematite concentrations occur close to outcropping granite at

Castle Rock and several other locations. Where granite has intruded less

magnetic rocks such as quartzite or the Toole Creek Volcanics, contact

metamorphic effects are not evident 1n the geophysical data.

The Corella Fonna~ion rocks in the southwest of the survey area

vary from moderately magnetic calc-silicates to weakly magnetic siliceous

metamorphic roc ks, and tend to correlate wi th a distinct aerom agnetic trend

that suggests a fold structure. However, detailed ground magnetics indicate

a very c01plex 10c31 magnetic pattern in this vicinity, suggesting that the

aeromagnetic trend s are an ov er-simpl i fication of the corn pI ex data.

Aerornagnetic anomalies similar to those in the southwest occur to the north

around zone B2.

Complex magnetic and gre:\' ~ty patterns which charuct.erise zone Cl

rocks also occur near Mount Margaret, which lies near the eastern boundary

of the interpreted granite intrusion represented by zone B2. This area,

then, probably also c0~tai~s iron-rich metasediments of the Corella

Formation intrl!ded by granite, but no Corella Formation rocks crop out.

Samples of granitic rock fran Mount Margaret have particularly high magnetic

susceptibilities (up to 75 000 x 10-
6

SI units) which are typical of

magnetite/hematite roci<. However, the samples have densities typical of
3

granite (2.66 g/cm ), even though small residual Bouguer anomaly highs

occur nearby. R.M. Hill (BMR, personal communication) has described rock

samples from Mount Margaret as altered granodiorites containing a high

proportion of opaques - presumably magneti te or hemati te.

Outcropping magnetite/hematite bodies in the south of the survey

area are associated with exceptionally strong magnetic responses (often

greater than 20 000 nT on the ground). The widespread occurrence within

Z0ne Cl of sim il ar magnetic anorn al ies suggests that man y other

magnetite/hematite bodies underlie the alluvium. Aeromagnetic anomalies

possibly caused by such bodies are indicated in Plate 9; note that

magnetite concentrations may orcur anywhere along these anomalies.

The magnet1c ananaly patter'n in zone Cl is similar to that in an

area in DUCHESS 100 km south of Cloncurry (Fig. 11). In this area, a narrow

zone of rocks of the Staveley Fomlation, which is stratigraphically
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equivalent to the Corella Formation farther north (Noon, 1978, p.21), crops

out adjacent to granite. The Staveley Formation rocks, which include calc

silicates and magnetite/hernatite ironstones, are directly associated with

a highly disturbed airborne rnc:;gnetic response featuring shallow-~urce,

extremely intense linear anomalies with amplitudes in excess of 5000 nT.

These 3nom al ies are by far the . "1rgest in DUCHESS. The anom al y in ten si ty

decreases rapidl y away fran the gl'.mi te, suggesting that magneti te

concentrations are associated with the contact zone surrounding the granite.

The sim ilal"i ty between zone Cl and the magnetic zone associated

with the Staveley Formation intruded by granite supports the geological

interpretation in the survey area. The zones of enriched magnetite content

in both DUCHESS and CLONCURRY appear to be related to the intrusion b;

grani te of iron-rich metasediments which are part of the Corella Fonnation.

Zone C2. This zone is in the south of the survey area and is

characterised by little magnetic relief and no distinct gravity anomalies.

It is interpreted as an area containing mainly rocks of the Corella Formation

- apparen tl y nei ther strongl y magnetic nor con tdct-metamorphosed - and 1-10 unt

Norna Quartzite. Boundaries between rock units are not distinguishable;

in partic ul ar, minor band ed iron fonnations wi thin the Mo unt Norna Quart zi te

are not evident in the regional data. Ground surveys show that these iron

rich rocKs are only moderately magnetic, suggesting that the iron is mainly

in the form of hemati te .

Zone C3. This zone is moderately magnetic and is clearly defined

by a broad residual gravity high which forms a sharp contrast with the

response of zone C2 to the northwest, and the gravity low of region A to

the east. Amphibol i tes and metabasal ts of the Toole Creek Volcan ics crop out

in thi s zone and are 1 ikel y to be the main roc k type s wi thin it. A d i st inc t

density contrast (0.25 g1cm3) between these rocks and samples of the

surrounding quartzites would account for the sharp change in gravity

response, which is also evident in the <letailed results of traverse

18N. The similar magnetic response of zones C2 and C3 is explained by the

low susceptibilities of the major rock types they contain.

Zone C4. Precambrian rocks do not crop out in this zone, but

drilling results suggest that both granitic and metamorphic basement

und erl ie a shallow cover. The magnetic resul ts sho w a few 1 inear anom al ie s
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of moderate intensity; such a response is typical of either granitic or

weakly magnetic metamorphic rocks. However, the gravity results show an

extensive I~esidual ananaly high in the south of the zone, which suggests

the presence of dense basic rocks. The only unit containing weakly magnetic

rocks with consistently hj.gh densities is the Toole Creek Volcanjcs.

Therefore, zone C4 is thought to consist mainly of Soldiers Cap Group rocks,

of which the Toole Creek Volcanics occupy a large area in the south.

Drillhole information supports this interpretation: although several holes

in the north of the zone have intersected grani te, other holes to the south

have intersected dolerite or basalt, and a few have intersected quartzite

(p:::>ssibly Mount Norna Quartzi te). Even though part of the basement in this

zone is apparently comp::>sed of granitic rocks, the effects of contact

metamorphism are not evident.

FOLDING AND FAULTING OF THE BASEMENT ROCKS

The influence of the intrusive granite on the regional geophysics

masks the response of any folds that may be present in the metamorphic

sequence. Where the aeranagnetic contours give an impression of relatively

sim pI e fold ing, such as in zone C1 in the so uthwest of the area, the fold

patterns and structure - as already noted - are generally much more canplex.

Geophysically interpreted lineaments (PI. 9), defined by sharp

changes in magnetic char ac ter, are probabl y due to steepl y dipping faul ts

or granite intrusion into the metamorphic sequence. Some faul ting may be

associated with the intrusive contacts, but there is no evidence of lateral

movement along the lineaments, which trend mainly northwesterly and

northeasterly.

DEPTH TO BASEMENT

The depth to the Precambrian basement 0eneath the sediment cover

has been detenn in ed by dr ill ing, in tel' preta tion of VES, and an al ysis of

aeromagnetic profiles.
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Tne bulk of the depth determinations, which are presented in Plate

2, are based on aeranagnetic profile interpretatior.s. These data yield the

loast accurate results for shallow-depth analysis for two reasons: (1) the

scrnpling interval - about 100 m - of the aeranagnctic survey fran which they

were interpreted is too wide; and (2) the magnetic sources are complex.

Therefore the re suI ts have a limi ted accuracy - about +25 m - irrespective

of the interpretation technique used. An elementary analytical method

(Peters, 1949) was used to calcul ate the depths of abo ut 300 anan al ies in

the survey area. These calculated depths have been grouped, as shown in

Plate 2, to take account of their limited accuracy.

A simple two-dimensional dyke model with an average width-to-depth

ratio of two was assumed in the calculation of depths by Peters's method .

The depths were calculated :01' narrow magnetic anomal ies representing

shallow sources, of which none are likely to be younger than the Precambrian

basement~ only in areas ap~aiently lacking shallow sources were depths

calculated for broader ananalies representing deeper sources. Thus the

majori ty of cdlculated depths are at or close to the un weathered Precambrian

surface. Forward modelling on several of the interpreted bodies was carried

out to check the validity of the results. It appears that, fo. most

ananalies, Peters's method gives acceptable results within the +25 m

accuracy range.

A canparison of the depths determined from drilling, VES, and

magnetic interpretation indicates that these depths are not always

compatible; this is because each method delineates a different part of the

subsurface: drilling indicates depth to weathered basement, VES indicates

depth to unweathered basement, and aeromagnetic estimates refer to depths

to magnetic basement. Thus, the depth to basement recorded in a drillhole

is likely to be shallower than that interpreted from VES and magnetic data.

Contours on the buried Precambrian surface (PI. 2) - drawn from

drilling depths and the results of the aeromagnetic interpretation - show

the undulating topography and the sharp increase in depth along the eastern

margin of the survey area. They also show that the Cloncurry Complex L,

less than 100 m below the surface for most of the survey area; that about

50% of this area is covered by less than 50 m of sediment; and that

basement depressions - possibly representing ancient drainage channels 

occur west and southwest of Mount Margaret, and in th8 northwest corner of

the survey area.
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...
To study the basement reI ief in some detai] , the ground magnetic

data along traverse 38N was interpreted with a canputer program based on

the Werner deconvol ution (Hsu & TU bur y, 1977). Thi s program pr in ts out,

in a vertical cross-section, points representing the estimated depths to

magnetic sources. The shallowest depth points along the vertical section

through traverse 38N probably represent the Precambrian surface; the

profile drawn through them (PI. 2) shows the variation in Precambrian

topography fran wes:, to east aCI~oss the are<.1, and correlates with drilling

data to within +10 m.

6. CONCLUSIONS

The resul ts of geophysical mapring of buried Precambrian rocks

northeast of Cloncurry suggest that gravity and magnetic methods can be used

to determine the li thology, broad structure, and depth of burial of rocks

of the Cloncur'ry Complex which are covered by a thin veneer of younger

sediments. Regional magnetic and gravity surveys indicate that up to 30%

of t.he whole Cloncurry Complex is thinly covered by Mesozoic and Cainozoic

sediments, and the geology of these buried Cloncurry Canplex rocks can

probably be investigated by additional surveys of the type described in this

Report.

In the area studied, the shallow-buried Precambrian basement

extends roughly 40 km east of the limit of its outcrop, where the magnetic

character suddenly changes and the Bouguer anomaly values decrease. The edge

of the shallow basement, which appears to coincide with its contact with

sediments of the Carpentaria Basin, is probably faulted and dips steeply to

the east. The depth to weathered basement ranges fran less than 100 m west

of the contact to more than 200 m beneath the sediments to the east. The

basement beneath the Carpentaria Basin does not appear to be a continuation

of the Cloncurry Complex, but is more likely to comprise less dense granitic

rock.

Distinct gravity lows combined with a less disturbed magnetic

respon se de fine th0 gran i tic ba sement .in the Clone urry Can pI ex. In the

southwest of the survey area, such a response corresponds to outcrop of the

Naraku Granite batholith. Small magnetic anomalies ~ithin the granite may

represent roof pendant. of metamorphic rock.
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Irregular patterns of magnetic and gravity anomalies characterise

the Precambrian metamorphic rocks. A zone of high magnetic relief and

residual gravity anomaly highs appears to outline the iron-rich Corella

Formation reeks. The most intense magnetic ananalies appear to coincide

with Corella Formation rocks in the metamorphic aureole surrounding

intrusive grani.te. Where granite intrudes less magnetic units, such as the
\

Soldiers Cap Group and the apparently less iron-rich parts of the Corella

Formation, a strong magnetic aureole is 1 ac king. A Boug uer anan a1 y high

in the south of the survey area clearly defines the extent of metabasalts

and an phibol i tes of the Toole Creek Volcan ics (Sold iers Cap Group). Sim il ar

dense rocks may underlie the alluvium in the northwest of the survey area,

where a I arge increase in Boug uer anan al '/ v al ues occ urs.

Outcropping concentrations of magnetite and hematite appear to lie

in the contact aureole ar'ound intrusive granite. The aeranagnetic data

indicate that further concentrations of magnetite and hematite may underlie

the thin cover of sediments. Similar magnetic patterns are evident 100 km

south of Cloncurry where granite intrudes iron-rich units equivalent to the

Corella Formation.

The survey area is structurally complex. Detailed geology and

geophysics show that fold pat terns are more car. pJ. ex than the reg ion al

geophysical patterns suggest. Several magnetic lineaments interpreted

within the basement rocks appear to coincide with the edges of granitic

intrusions, whereas lineaments along the eastern margin of the survey area

re present the faul ted con tact between the shallow-b ur ied Clone urry Canpl ex

and the sediments of the Carpentaria Basin.

The results of drilling and the interpretation of magnetic and

el2ctrical sounding results show that the depth to the Precambrian basement

is less than 100 m below the surface over most of the survey area, and for

half of the area is less than 50 m.
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APPENDIX 1. BOREHOLE DATA

Ref~rence LocationCkm)* Hole no. Basement Basement

no. E N ** depth Cm) lithology

452 TT70 CLDH20 129 quartzite

2 457 7769 CLDH21 94 quartzite

3 490 7769 R11276 323 black slate

4 449 7761 CLDH 15 72 basaltic rock

5 455 7763 CLDH36 105 granite or ?gneiss

6 456 7763 CLDH3 106 ?schist

7 456 7762 CLDH18 113 diorite or gaLh:-o

8 457 7762 CLDH35 109 ?metabasal t or diorite

9 463 7761 CLDH22 76 granite

10 449 7759 CLDH40 91 granite

11 455 7760 CLDH29 72 granite

12 459 7760 CLDH23 103 grani te , granodiorite

13 469 7759 R2718 N.A.

14 491 7758 R1815 N.A.

15 500 7759 R2327 >309 (?basement not

intersected)

16 498 7765 R30654 320 grani te

17 485 7766 R2699 315 quartzite

18 448 7756 CLDH26 64 ?granite

19 J~49 7757 CLDH31 97 ?metadolerite

20 451 7759 CLDH30A 113 dolerite

21 452 7758 CLDH25 106 gran i te , granodiorite

22 452 7759 CLDH30 >42 Cbasement not

in t.er sec ted )

23 452 7758 CLDH32 101 dolerite

24 452 7759 CLDH24 114 granite



Reference Location(km)*

no. E N

Hole no.

**

43.

Basement

depth (m)

Basement

lithology

25 455 7759 CLDH4A 90 ?dioritic rock

26 455 7758 CLDH4 >75 (basem en t not

in ter sec ted)

27 459 7758 CLDH27 64 quart zi te , basal tic rock

28 4'70 7757 R12688 >30 (?basement not

in ter sec ted)

29 480 7755 R2697 N.A.

30 483 7756 R2701 N.A.

31 452 7756 CLDH33 94 granite

32 457 7755 CLDH34 76 ?granite

33 473 7753 R2711 N.A.

34 449 7752 CLDH6 57 ?metabasalt

35 454 7753 CLDH5 61 ?basic or ultrabasic

rock, kaolinite

36 465 7751 R15723 >20 (?basement not

inter'sected)

37 471 7750 R13834 >45 (?basement not

intersected)

38 485 7749 R2715 >53 (?basement not

inter sec ted)

39 495 7748 R2703 N.A.

40 448 7748 CLDH50 70 dolerite

41 453 7748 CLDH7 64 ?metabasal t

42 456 7750 CLDH37 61 ?chlorite schist

43 457 7746 CLDH38 68 ?dol er i te

44 461 7746 CLDH53 63 granitic rock

45 463 7747 CLDH39 34 granitic rock

46 473 7743 R2713 >69 (?basement not

intersected)



Reference Location(km)*

no. E N

Hole no.

**

44.

Basement

depth (m)

Basement

lithology

47 481 7742 R27'I4 79 granite

48 498 774·4 R2707 214 quartz::'te

49 449 77 LI4 CLDH52 41 amphibolic€'

50 454 7744 CLDH51 74 ?dolerite

51 458 77 LI4 CLDH8 61 ?chlori te schist

52 448 7742 CLDH208 32 quartzite

53 451 7742 CLDH92 71 chlorite schist

54 452 7742 CLDH82A 76 basalt, dclerite

55 452 7742 CLOH 82 >12 (basement not

intersected)

56 451 7740 CLDH86 61 gneissic granite

57 452 77 L~ 1 CLDH90 68 ?metabasal t

58 448 7738 CLDH211 27 quartz diorite

59 451 7738 CLDH88 52 granitic rock

60 454 7739 R2811 N. A.

61 457 7738 CLDH81 66 diorite, gabbro

62 459 7738 CLDH213 59 granite

63 490 7737 R2705 180 granite, limestone

64 493 7736 R2706 205 bl ac k shale, quartzite

65 448 7737 CLDH225 26 ?metabasalt

66 449 7738 CLDH84 33 grani te

67 450 7737 CLDH96 39 granite

68 451 773? CLDH98 44 granite

69 451 7738 CLDH100 45 granite

70 451 7737 CLDH 94 44 granite

71 452 7'736 CLDH83 28 granite

72 455 7736 CLDH87 44 doleri te

73 456 7737 CLDH89 54 quartzose sand stone



Reference LocationCkm)*

no. E N

Hole no.

**

L15.

Baseme'lt

depth (m)

Basement

lithology

74 456 7736 R2721 N.A.

75 460 7730 CLDH223 18 meta sed imen t

76 463 7736 CLDH221 43 metabasalt

77 465 7737 CLDH231 24 metab'osal t

78 465 7738 CLDH232 1~4 metabasal t

79 465 7736 CLDH230 27 metabasal t

80 453 7735 CLDH214 >27 Cbasement not

in ter sec ted)

81 453 7735 CLDH214B 35 grani te, metasediment

82 453 7734 CLrH216 36 basaltic and granitic

rocks

83 456 7'r34 CLDH85 47 metabasalt, andesi te

84 457 773 4 CLDH215A 42 meta sed imen t

85 460 7734 CLDH2'i9 10 metRbasal t

86 L~611 7734 CLDH222A 21 meta sed imen t

87 465 7735 CLDH228 34 rnetasediment

88 465 7734 CLDH226 30 metabasal t

89 467 7734 CLDH224 41 metasediment

90 469 7736 R14526 >45 C? ba sern en t no t

in ter sec ted)

91 469 7736 CLDH75 q metasediment

92 469 7734 CLDH76 36 dolerite, carbonate

,sed iment

93 L~58 7733 R15724 >23 (?ba sement not

intersected)

9'4 456 7732 CLDH217 21 grani te

95 466 7732 CLDH218 31 metabasalt

96 467 7732 CLDH220 31 metabasal t



Reference LocationCkrn)* Hole no.

46.

Basement Basement

no. E N ** depth Cm) lithology

97 469 7732 CLDH69 30 basal tic rock

98 472 7731 CLDH67 56 quartzose sandstone

99 473 7731 CLDH70 32 ?metabasal t

~ 00 473 7732 CLDH68 43 ?dolerite

101 474 7733 CLDH59 51 granitic and schi stose

rocks

102 474 7731 CLDH66 54 quar'tzi te

103 480 7733 CLDH10 71 grani tic rock

104 480 7732 R2717 62 black slate

105 496 7731 R2698 N.A.

106 466 7731 CLDH9 13 metabasal t

107 469 7730 CLDH71 28 carbonate-rich

metasedime!:ts,

?metabasal t

108 478 7728 CLDH58 42 mica schist

109 482 7728 R12217 >65 C?baserr.ent not

in ter sec ted)

110 486 7729 R2709 273 quartzite

111 488 7730 R2691 182 granite/metasedirnent

112 465 7722 R6096 N.A.

113 472 7726 R12722 N.A.

1 14 476 7727 R12830 >36 (? ba sement not

intersected)

115 475 7725 CLDH 11 ~ metabasal t..J

116 475 '1724 CLDH56 9 mica schist

117 477 7724 CLDH57 2:1 ?metabasal t

118 481 7724 CLDH13 57 chlori te-mica schi st

119 497 7724 R13533 >37 C?basement not

in ter sec ted)



Reference Location(km)*

47.

Hole no. Basement Basement

no. E N ** depth (m) 1 i thologj'

120 468 7723 CLDH54 2 black slate, schist

121 472 7723 CLDH55 12 ?granite, ?metasediment

122 475 7723 R12573 N.A.

123 488 7722 R13522 N.A.

124 489 7721 R2754 228 dolerite/granite

125 498 7721 R2707 >245 (?basement not

in ter sec ted)

126 470 7722 R13484 23 1 imestone/ bl ack shale

127 475 7721 R13457 4 metabasalt

128 475 7720 CLDH63 14 schistose and gneissic

rocks
~

129 477 7721 CLDH 12 34 schist

130 477 7720 CLDH65 49 ? cm phibol i te

131 480 7719 CLDH64 58 limestone

132 48LI 7799 CLDH14 81 schist, quartzite

133 473 7715 CLDH60 2 ?metabasal t

134 476 7716 CLDH62 29 black slate, hornfel s

135 ~78 7716 CLDH61 45 schist

136 492 7715 R5481 N.A.

137 470 7713 R2757 N.A.

138 476 7711 R2747 >41 (?basement not

intersected)

139 483 7712 R2745 114 dolerite

140 495 7713 R2'T5 ~~ 211 quartzi te

141 463 7718 R6097 N.A.

142 471 7713 R5651 N.A.



LocationCkm)*Reference

no. E N

48.

Hole no.

**

Basement

depth Cm)

Basement

lithology

143 458 7767 R11654 >66 C?basement not

intersected)

144 467 7766 R6343 >150 C?basement not

intersected)

145 474 7767 R6345 >18 C?basement not

intersected)

146 450 7763 R6281 >65 C?basement not

intersected)

* Location reference is AMG co-ordinates Cin kilometres) for Map Zone 54.

** CLDH = Chevron Exploration Corporation drillholes;

R = Government water-bores;

N.A. = Data not available



49.

APPENDIX 2. VERTICAL ELECTRICAL SOUNDING RESULTS

VES reference AB/2(m) Observed
no.* and location** resistivity

-- (ohm-m)

Reduced
thickness

(m)

Reduced
depth (rr)

Reduced
resistivity

(ohm-m)

10.0 7.8 8. 1 8.1 6.8
14.7 8.8 54.7 62.8 19.7
21.5 10.2 23.0 85.8 5.3

Cl 31.6 12.5 73. 1 158.9 1.6
46.4 13.7 >1000 >1000 371 .6

451.0E 68. 1 15.3
7758.0N 100.0 14.6

146.8 10.3
215.4 7.0
316.2 '7 •8

10.0 11.9 5.0 5.0 9.0
14.7 15.0 11.8 16.8 23. 1
21.5 16.0 20.8 37.6 11.6

C2 31.6 11).9 48.0 85.5 24.3
46.4 lb." 70.7 156.2 3.4

452.0E 68. 1 16 . .::.. >1000 >1000 63.4
7758.5N 100.0 16.2

146.8 14. 1
215.4 11.8
316.2 14.2

10.0 19.2 3.8 3.8 14.5
14.7 22. 1 19.9 23.7 28. 1
21.5 24. 1 96.4 120. 1 17.5

C3 31.6 23.3 69.0 189. 1 11.0
46.4 20.5 >1000 >1000 17 . 4

L~53. DE 68. 1 23.0
77:;8.5N 100.0 21.8

146.8 18.4
215.4 14.8
316.2 15. 1

10.0 12.6 4.6 4.6 10.9
14.7 11: .0 6.7 11.3 16.4
21 .5 14.5 1~ . 7 26.0 12.9

C4 31.6 14.7 32.4 '18.3 23.5
46.4 14.3 0.3 58.7 5.3

454.0E 68. 1 15.6 108.0 166.7 3.Q
7758.3N 100.0 14.7 >1000 >1000 465.CJ

146.8 10.7
215.4 9.4
316.2 11.8

10.0 47.0 8. 1 8. 1 53.6
14.7 39.0 55.6 63.8 26. 1
21.5 34.0 127.3 191 . 1 7. 1

C5 31.6 32.0 >1000 >1000 173.6
46.4 26. 1

455.3E 68.1 24.8
7758.2N 100.0 19.2

146.8 14.8
215.4 12.9
316.2 15.4



50.

VES reference AB/2(m) Observed
no.* and location** resistivity

---rDhm-m) -

Reduced
tr.ickness

(m)

Reduced
depth (m)

Reduced
resistivity

( ohm-m)

10.0 7.4 8.6 8.6 7.4
14.7 9.0 30.7 39.3 21.9

C6 21. 5 11. 7 28.0 67. 3 75.0
31.6 14.2 >1000 >1000 311. 8

457.8£ 46.4 13.4
7738.0N 68. 1 22.3

100.0 36.5
'146.8 55.0

10.0 19.2 3.4 3.4 43.5
14.7 11.7 2.5 5.9 14.5
21.5 12.5 3.4 9.2 5.2

C7 31.6 14.4 49.7 58.9 17 . 1
46.4 13.9 42.8 101 . 7 13.0

456.9E 68. 1 15.5 93.9 195.6 52.5
7737.7N 100.0 18.0 >1000 >1000 127.9

146.8 18.6
215.4 24.0
316.2 34.5
464.2 45.0

10.0 12.2 12.l.J 12. LI 12. 1
14.7 13. 1 2.0 1~.4 149.6

C8 21.5 14.9 33.3 47.7 4.3
31.6 15.0 >1000 >1000 87. 1

456.0E 46.4 13.9
7737.5N 68. 1 12.2

100.0 12.5
146.8 14.9

10.0 12.7 3.9 3.9 9.2
14.7 :4.2 13.0 16.9 19.4

C9 21.5 14.8 37.5 54.4 7.4
31.6 14.0 >1000 >1000 34.0

455.3£ 46.4 10.6
7738.3N 68. 1 11.5

100.0 14.0
146.8 16.6

10.0 9.3 2.0 2.0 8. 1
14.7 10.9 18.0 20.0 12.3

Cl0 21.5 12.2 26.8 46.8 8.2
31. 6 12. 1 33.4 80.2 11.5

454.6E 46.4 11.4 >1000 >1000 262. 1
7738.YN 68. 1 12.3

100.0 14. 1
146.8 19. 1

10.0 14.0 13. 1 13. 1 13.2
14.7 14.2 >1000 >1000 31.8

ell 21.5 17.8
31. 6 19. 1

454.0E L16.4 20.2
7739.7N 68. 1 24.7

100.0 28.3
146.8 29.8



V£S reference AB/2(m)
no.* and location**

51 .

Observed
resistivity

Cohrii=rnr-

Reduced
thickness

Cm)

Reduced
depth (m)

Reduced
reS-rillvi t y

Cohm-m)

10.0 6.7 7. 1 7. 1 5.5
14.7 8.9 14. 1 21.2 22.4

C12 21.5 11.3 64.7 85.9 34.2
31.6 14. 1 >1000 >1000 26.3

4S3.3£ 46.4 16.8
7740.3t~ 68. 1 21.5

100.0 25.6
146.8 25.6

10.0 17.7 21.0 21.0 17.4
14.7 17 .2 62.6 83.7 6.2

Cn 21.5 16.2 >1000 )1000 58.5
31.6 14.7

452.7£ 46.4 11.8
7741 . ON 68. 1 9.3

100.0 9.3
146.8 11.9

10.0 11.9 7.4 7.4 12.0
14.7 15.2 30.9 38.3 29.6
2'1 .5 20.0 71 .4 109.7 23.6

C14 31.6 24.0 ") 1000 >10\..)0 68.7
46.4 24.2

465.8E 68. 1 18.0
7732.6N 100.0 29.5

146.8 26.6
215.4 36.0
316.2 41.5

10.0 61. 0 5.4 5.4 68.3
14.7 64.0 4.5 9.9 90.3

C15 21.5 47.0 4.2 14. 1 37.4
31.6 26.2 1.8 15.9 3.5

465.2£ 46.4 19.0 2.2 18 . 1 1.4
7733.4N 68. 1 25.2 6.6 24.7 70.3

100.0 32.0 8.0 32.7 453. '1
146.8 39.0 >1000 >1000 46.2

10.0 25.5 4.5 4.5 17 . 6
14.7 32.0 19.8 24.3 55.7

C16 21.5 38.5 66. 1 90.4 29.0
31.6 42.0 >1000 >1000 51.9

464.5£ 46.4 37.5
'7734.1N 68. 1 38.0

100.0 38.0
146.8 37.5

10.0 9.6 7.4 7.4 7.5
14.7 11.4 71.1 78.4 26.4

C17 21.5 14.2 >1000 >1000 368.4
31.6 17.9

463.8£ 46.4 18.2
7735.0N 68. 1 22.0

100.0 28.5
146.8 38.0



VES reference
~ and location**

AB/2(m)

52.

Observed
resistivity

(ohlT}-m)

Reduced
thickness

(m)

Reduced
depth (m)

Reduced
resistivity

( ohlT}-m)

10.0 18.5 4. 1 4. 1 15.3
14.7 24.0 18.7 22.8 31.5

C18 21.5 29.0 41. 4 64.3 24.9
31.6 29.0 >1000 >1000 37.7

463.2E 46.4 23.5
7735.7N 68.1 29.0

100.0 30.0
146.8 31.0

10,0 19.3 4.5 4.5 14.7
14. 7 22.8 7.7 12.2 34.6

C19 21.5 23.3 >1000 >1000 21.0
31.6 24.5

462.6E 46.4 21.6
7736.5N 1)8. 1 21.8

100.0 23.5
146.8 23.2

14.6 20.9 13.5 13.5 18.2
21.5 26.6 29.7 43.2 101 .6

C20 31 .5 33.8 >1000 >1000 316.8
46.2 44.6

460.1E 67.8 58.0
7734.5N 99.5 79.0

146.0 105.0

14.6 21.1 15.2 15.2 19.3
21.4 25.5 35.5 50.7 76. 1

C21 31.5 32.0 23.7 74.4 174.3
46.2 38.2 >1000 >1000 334.5

461.0E 67.8 49.6
7734.1N 99.5 65.0

146.0 87.0

14.6 18.9 1.1 1.1 16.6
21.4 22.2 37.6 38.7 21.3

C22 31.5 25.0 >1000 >1000 266.7
46.2 27.6

461.9E 67.8 36.5
7733.8N 99.5 48.9

146.0 66.0

14.6 13.8 14 ..:.: 14.4 13.0
21.4 14.8 t:; ~ 19.7 25.3~ • ..J

C23 31.5 16.7 2G.3 45.9 14.5
46.2 19.0 6. 1 52.0 172.8

462.8E 67.8 23.6 >1000 >1000 >1000
7733.5N 99.5 33.0

146.0 51.0

14.6 13.2 9.2 9.2 11. 1
21.4 16. 1 44.2 53.4 22.7

C24 31.5 18.8 8. 1 61.5 181 .2
46.2 22. 1 >1000 >1000 839.6

463.7E 67.8 26.4
7733.0N 99.5 36.6

146.0 54.0



VES reference AB/2(m)
no.* and Iocation**

53.

Observed
re:n stlvi ty

( ohm-m)

Reduced Reduced
thlckness aepth--rm)

(m)

Reduced
reslstlvity

( ohm-m)

14 . 6 34.0 10.5 10.5 37.4
21.4 29.9 40.0 50.5 20.5

C25 31.5 27.6 >lCOO >1000 104.8
46.2 24. 1

464.7E 67.8 30.0
7732.6N 99.5 35.0

146.0 44.0

14.6 31.7 27. 1 27. 1 31.7
21.4 31.0 68.0 95. 1 18.7

C26 31.5 38.5 >1000 >1000 46.7
46.2 23.5

465.5E 67.8 21.1
7732.2N 99.5 21.4

146.0 25.0

14.7 36.0 6.6 6.6 21.1
~1.5 56.0 14.3 21.0 122.5

C27 31.6 63.0 1'9.9 180.8 55.3
46.4 65.0 >1OLlO >1000 >1000

466.4E 68. 1 63.0
7731.7N iOO.O 66.0

146.8 67.0
215.5 75.0
316.3 '100.0

14. 7 34.5 9.9 9.9 30.0
21.5 43.0 38.0 47.9 64.2

C28 31.6 46.5 >1000 >1000 18 i .3
46.4 54.0

467.3E 68. 1 62.0
7731 .2N 100.0 75.0

146.8 93.0

14.7 41.5 8.8 8.8 42.6
21.5 38.5 3.7 12.5 76.3

C29 31.6 31.5 4.0 16.4 23.3
Ll6.4 25.3 18.9 35.4 9.4

468.3E 68. 1 27.3 >1000 >1000 238.0
7731.4N 100.0 38.0

146.8 52.0

14.7 69.0 14.7 14. 7 68.7
21.5 66.0 5.6 20.3 27.9

C30 31.6 76.0 26.8 47. 1 199. 1
46.4 89.0 >1000 >1000 390.4

454.1E 68. 1 112.0
7732.3N 100.0 146.0

146.8 185.0

14.7 31.5 11.6 11.6 32.0
21.5 30.0 15.3 26.9 21.4

C31 31. 6 31.5 48.5 75.4 84.4
46.4 38.5 >1000 >1000 >1000

453.6E 68. 1 48.0
7733.2N 100.0 64.0

146.8 99.0



V£S reference
no.* and location**

AB/2 (m)

54.

Observed
resistivtty

(ohm-m

Reduced
thickness

(m)

Reduced
.depth Cm)

Reduced
resistivity

(ohm-m)

14.7 15.0 17.0 17.0 13.9
21.5 17.2 57.4 74.5 64.5

C32 31. 6 21.4 >1000 >1000 200.9
46.4 26.5

453.1E 68. 1 34.0
7734.0N 100.0 43.0

146.8 57.0

14.7 18.0 16. 1 16. 1 16.8
21.5 20.2 86.7 102.8 50.9

C33 31. 6 24.0 >1000 >1000 11.8
46.4 26.0

452.6E 68. 1 31.0
7734.9N 100.0 36.0

146.8 33.5

14.7 15. 1 9. 1 9. 1 10.6
21.5 18.5 28.0 37. 1 51.7

C34 31.6 25.0 52.7 89.8 21.3
46.4 30.5 >1000 >1000 396.7

452.0£ 68. 1 32.0
7735.8N 100.0 32.0

146.8 43.0

14.7 13. 1 15.4 15.4 12.4
21.5 15. 1 46.8 62.2 28.0

C35 31.6 17.4 >1000 >1000 92.0
46.4 19.2

451.2£ 68. 1 23.0
7736.4N 100.0 29.2

146.8 37.0

10.0 10.5 11.3 11.3 9.9
14.7 11.2 7.0 18.3 23.5
21.5 12.6 94.8 113. 1 14.9
31.6 14. 1 79.4 192.4 66.5

Bl 46.4 15.3 >1000 >1000 >1000
68. 1 16. 1

469.5£ 100.0 17.2
'7738. IN 146.8 20. 1

215.4 26.3
316.2 37. 1
464.2 53.7

10.0 5.3 10.9 10.9 4.6
14.7 6.4 85.8 96.7 21.2
21.5 8. 1 75.5 172.2 198.0
31.6 9.5 >1000 >1000 >1000

B2 46.4 10.8
68. 1 13.0

469.5£ 100.0 17 . 1
7740.0N 146.8 23.5

215.4 33.8
316.2 47.5
464.2 70.0



YES reference AB/2(m)
no.* and location**

55.

Observed
resistivity

( ohm-m)

RE:duced
Ihl"Cl'<riess

(m )

Reduced
depth (m)

Reduced
resistivity

( ohm-m)

10.0 12.4 14.3 14.3 11.8
14.7 13.5 70.8 85. 1 31.0
2 'J .5 14.9 106.9 192.0 159.3
31.6 16.9 116.2 308. 1 688.0
46.4 19.2 >1000 >1000 >1000

B3 68. 1 23. 1
100.0 29.5

461 . 1E 146.8 40.0
7736.3N 215.4 50.9

316.2 77.0
464.2 111. 0
681 .3 164.0

1000.0 240.0

10.0 7.5 5.9 5.9 6.0
14.7 9.0 33.0 38.9 18.5
21.5 11.3 55.5 94.4 9.3

B4 31.6 14.2 27.4 121 .8 181. 8
46.4 15.2 >1000 >1000 >1000

462.6E 68. 1 14.6
7736.3N 100.0 15.8

146.8 18.7
215.4 25.8
316.2 41.0

* Reference no. prefix: C = Chevron Exploration Corporation YES site;
B = BMR 1975 YES site.

** Location reference is Australian Map Grid co-ordinates (in kilometres)
for Map Zone 54.
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APPENDIX 3. PHYSICAL PROPERTY MEASUREMENTS AND DESCRIPTIONS OF ROCK SAMPLES

A. SAMPLES COLLECTED SOUTH OF THE SURVEY AREA IN 1972 (SAMPATH & OGILVY, 1974)

Sample no.
( I a boratory)

.Samp Ie no.
(field)

Location (km)*
E N Rock un it

.Rock type
(classification in
Table 1)

Weathering Density
(** )

Susceptibi I ity

(SI units x 106 )
Remarks

76/146

76/147

76/148, 9

76/150

75/151

76/152,3

76/154,5

GlO

G12

G13

G14

G15

G16

G17

446

467

465

474

474

469

469

7711

7707

7707

7700

7700

7691

7687

Naraku Gran i te

Soldiers Gap Gp

Core I Ia Fm

Soldiers Cap
Gp or Ma I bon
Gp equivalent

Soldiers Cap
Gp or Malbon
Gp equivalent

Soldiers Cap
Gp or Malbon
Gp equ i va lent

Soldiers Cap
Gp or Malbon
Gp equ i va lent

Fine to m~dium-grained

granite (1)

Fine to medium-grained
dolerite (7)

Coarse-grained bedded
limestone (3)

Fine--gra i ned grey-green
rock (4)

Fine-grained grey-green
rock (4)

Medium to fine-grained
quartzite (4)

Grey cleaved si Itstone (4)

S\~

F

F

sw

sw

2.63

3.02

2. 73

2.67

2.97

2.66

2.70

6 900

1 300

280

60

430

£5

130

Grey pink, quartz-rich

Toole Creek Voles

Unconformable on
Soldiers Cap Gp.
Pyrrhotite flakes

?Impure quartzite or
metabasalt

?Impure quartzite or
metabasalt

?Mitakoodi Quartzite

76/156

76/157

76/158

76/159,160

76/161

76/162

76/163,4

G18

G19

G20

G21

G22

G23

G25

451

451

448

450

450

450

448

7705

7709

7709

7705

7698

7698

7693

Soldiers Cap
Gp or Malbon
Gp equivalent

Soldiers Cap
Gp or Malban
Gp equ i va lent

Metadolerite

Corell a Fm

Core II a Fm

Core Ila Fm

Core Ila Fm

Coat-se-gra i ned quartzose MW
and micaceous greywacke (4).,.,

Massive basalt or amphi- SW
bolite (7)

Fine to medium-grained SW
dolerite (8)

Calc-si I icate rock (3) SW

Brecciated calcareous shale, F
veinlets of limestone (3)

Impure limestone (3) F

Calc-si I icate rock (3) SW-MW

2.67

3. 11

2.99

2.84

2.68

2. 70

2.70

20

900

29 000

3 500

10

10

9 200

?Mitakoodi Quartzite

T~ole Cre6k Voles

Intrudes Corel la Fm
and ?Soldiers Cap Gp

Ouartz-feldspar-epidoTe
-actinol ite granofels

Some calc-sil icate
minerals

Veins of br~cciated
calcareous snale

Calcite, actinol ita,
quartz, feldspar
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R. SAMPLES COLLECTED IN 1975 SURVEY AREA

Samp I e no.
e I a boratory)

Locai- i on (km)"x
E N Rock unit

Rock type
(classification in
Table 1)

Weathering
(** )

Density Susceptibi I ity

(g/cm3~ (SI units x 106 )
Remarks

(i) Granitic rocks

75/585 458. 7 7719.0 Naraku Gra~ite Medium-grained granite (1) 2.65 2 000 Pink colour due to hematite
precipitated along cleavage
planes in fe IdSIJ'1rs

75/593

75/594

75/595

75/596

75/597

481.0 7738.0

481.0 7738.0

481.0 7738.0

481.0 7738.0

481.0 7738.0

?Naraku Granite Altered granodiorii-e (2)

?Naraku Granite Altered granodiorite (2)

?Naraku Granite Altered granodiorite (2)

?Naraku Granite Altered granodiori~e (2)

?Naraku Granite Altered granodiorite (2)

MW

MW

MW

MW

MW

2.66

2.6.5

2.65

2.62

2.75

54 100

59 200

37 800

20 500

75 200

)

) Large irregular
) opaque aggregates
) present
) (Mt Margaret granodiorite)
)
)

)
)

75/604

75/605

451.6

450.7

7723.7

7722.2

Naraku Granite Biotite granite (1)

Naraku Granite Granite with xenol ith (I)

SW

SW

2.64

2.68

19 800

12 200 Contains vestiges of Corel la
Fm rocks

75/606

75/613

75/625

75/636

450.2

456.2

452.9

466.0

7719.0 Naraku Granite Granite (~) SW

7718.1 Naraku Granite Porphyriric biotite granite F
( 1)

7721.7 Naraku Granite Biotite granite (I) SW

7726.7 ?Naraku Granite ?Shean"c1 biotite granite (1) S\~-MW

2.61

2.68

2.60

2.63

5 3CJO

23 000

13 000

200

(ii) Metamorphic rocks

75/577

75/578

75/587

464.4

464.4

459.9

7718.0 Corel la Fm

7748.0 Core l la Fm

7719.0 Corella Fm

Micaceous calcareous quart- MW
z i te (3)

Quartz-hornblende-calcite F
granofel s (3)

Banded hornblende-plagio- MW
clase-quartz ~ranofels (3)

2.69

2.98

2.82

220

132 100

2 200

Chlorite-musco~!te-cal~ite-quartz

rock; ?contact-metamorphosed

Sulphides present «1%)

Metasediment

75/588

75/589

464.1

464.1

7723.9 Corel la Fm

7723.9 Core I I a Fm

Banded ho,nblende-plagio
clase-quartz granofels (3)

Banded hornblende-plagio
clase-quartz granofels (3)

MW

W

2.72

2. 76

28 300

43 300

Metasediment; ?con~act-metamor

phosed

Metasediment; ?contact-metamor
phused
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B. SAMPLES COLLECTED IN 1975 SURVEY AREA (continued)

Samp Ie no.
( laboratory)

Location (km)*
E N Rock unit

Rock type
(classification in
Table 1)

Weathering
(H}

Density Susceptibili'l:Y

(g/cm3l- (SI units x 106 )
Remarks

75/590 464.1 7723.9 Core I la F~ Ca I c-s: I i cate (3) sw 2.80 25 900 Epidote-hornblende
plagioclase-quartz rockj
?contdct-metamorphosed

75/591 464.8 7726.0 Core I! a Fm Hornbiende-plagioclase
qlJart z granofr~ Is (3)

F 2.90 38 700

461.2 7708.5 Corel la Fm Brecc ia~ed ca Ic-s i I i cate (3) SW

75/607

75/612

75/616

472.9

453.6

7721.0 Core I I a Fm

7717.8 Corel la Fm

Brecciated calcareous
quartzite (3)

Scapol ii ie an,phibol ite (7)

sw

SW

2.63

2.86

2.66

520

620

80

Quartzite clasts in
calsaraous matrix

Hornblende-feldspar-quartz
rock

75/621

75/626

7'5/628

75/630

~60.l 7726.0 ?Core! ia Fm

454.2 7718.4 Cor~1 I: F~

454.6 7716.5 Corel la Fm

464.9 7718.0 Corel la Fm

Fi~e-grained quartzite SW
br- ecc i a ( 4 )

Quartz-hornblende-f~ldspar SW
granofel s (3)

Quartz-plagioclase-horn- SW
b I ende rock (3)

Hornblende-quarTz-feldspar SW
granofels (3)

2.61

2.71

2.85

2.64

280

200

900

330

Origin uncertain

Granitised sediment

Metasediment

t-1etased iment

75/631 464.5 7718.0 C0rel la Fm ?Diopside lirnestone (3,' SW 3.01 430

/5/635 7719.0 Corella l:"m Quartz-hornhlende-plagio-
clase rock (3)

sw 2.89 38 000 1'-letased iment

7716.7 Toole Creek Volcs Metabasalt (7)

7715.0 Tocle Cr-eek Volcs Epidote quartzite (7)

7718.8 Toole Creek Volcs

75/617

75/619

75/6L'3

75/579

75/580

463. 7

469. i

466.E

464.4

465.4

7718.0

7718.0

Garnet amphibol ite (7)

Mt Norna Quartzite Banded quartz-magnetite
rock (6)

Mt Norna Quartzite Banded hematite rock (6)

SW

W

W

3.02

3.1 I

2.80

3.56

5 800

300

940

220 000

2 100

General Iy cre~ulated or folded

Vesicular

Magnetite pseudomorphosed by
hematitej probably a meta
sediment. Veined by quartz

Possibly of sedimentary origin

75/582

75/584

465.5 7718.0 Mt Norna Quartzite Porphyritic rhyol ite (51

464.7 7716.9 Mt Norna Quartzite Labile quartz (4)

SW

MW

2.57

2.65

60

4 400
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B. SAMPLES COLLECTED IN 1975 SURVEY AREA (continu9d)

Samp I e no.
( laboratory)

Location (km)*
E N Rock unit

Rock type
(classification in
Table 1)

Wea~Oering Density Susceptibi I!!y'
( )

(g/cm3) (SI units x 106 )
Remarks

75/614

75/615

75/622.

75/624

75/629

75/632

75/633

75/634

456.6 7713.6 Mt Norna Quartzite Fine-grained calcareous
quartzite (4)

456.9 7713.2 Mt Norna Quartlite Feldspathic quartzite (4)

465.7 7718.1 Mt Norna Quartzite Feldspathic quartzite (4)

466.8 7718.8 Mt Norna Quartzite Laminated shale (4)

461.2 7718.8 Mt Norna Quartzite Banded iron formation (6)

465.6 7718.0 Mt Norna Quartzite Scapol itic c~lcareous

si Itstone (3)

465.7 7718.0 Mt Norna Quartzite Rhyol ite (5)

464.7 7716.9 Mt Norna Quartzite Labi le quartzite (4)

MW

SW

MW

SW

SW

MW

2.63

2.64

2.64

2. 78

3.14

2.74

2.60

2.70

5 100

3 400

120

36 000

150 000

000

20

400

Folded veined meta
sediment

Actinolite up to 8%

cf. 75/584

(i ii) O~~er rocks (unclassified)

75/576

75/581

75/592

75/598

75/599

75/600

463. 0 771 8. 1

465.4 7718.0

464.8 7728.3

458.9 7734.5

458.9 7734.5

459.1 7734.5

Limonitic vein quartz (4) W

Quartz-hematite rock (6) W

Calcrete with hematite rock W
fragments (6)

Rhyodacite (5) MW

Rhyol itic agglomerate (5) SW-MW

?Rhyol itic aggloffierate (5) MW

2.56

2.91

2.93

2.70

2.68

2.73

<,/5

8 700

23 600

47 400

17 100

36 800

Weathered ?mineral ised vein
in Corel la Fm. Sulphides broken
do.,;n to limon ite

?Ferricrete

?Tertiary surficial rock

?Porphyritic granodiorite

?Brecciated acid volcanics

Large amount of act ino lite
present

459.2 7734.8

459.7 7734.2

75/601

75/602

75/603 459.7 7734.2

Rhyol ite (5)

Banded hematite-magnetite
(6)

Banded hematite-magnetite
(6)

SW-M\~

MW

W

2.56

4.66

4.62

60

216 000

231 000

Origi~ uncertain-meta
sedl"entary or contact
metw..omat ic

75/608 473. 2 7721 •0 Calcareous shale (3) MW 2.56 45 Veined by calcitej
?metamorphosedj may have been
pyritic. ?Soldiers Gap Gp
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8. SAMPLES COLLECTED IN 1975 SURVEY AREA (continued)

Samp I e no.
( laboratory)

Location (km)*
E N Rock unit

~ock type
(classification in
TeJb le 1)

Weathering
(H)

Density Susceptibi I ity

(g/cm3l. (SI units x 106 )
Remarks

75/620

75/583

75/586

75/618

75/627

461.6 7726.0

464.7 77P.0

459.0 7719.0

470.9 7716.5

454.4 7718.4

Rhyol ite (5)

Metado!erite (8)

Dolerite (8)

nolerite (8)

Metadolerite (8)

SW

F

F

F

SW

2.60

3.05

3.01

2.71

3.01

200

780

25 800

29 000

27 000

Texture retained but no
pyroxene: amphibole anj
altered plagioclase form
bulk of r0ck

Young unaltered dolerite

Pyroxene-bearing

Plagioclase amphibol ite

* Location reference is Austral ian Map Grid co-ordinates (in ki lometres) for Map Zone 54.
(Append ix 38) is.2:.- 50 m, and for 1972 samp Ies (Append ix 3A) + 500 m.

** W= weathered; M =moderately; S = slightly; F = fresh.

Note: Positional eccuracy for 1975 samples
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